Context. Understanding the transport properties of energetic particles in the presence of magnetic turbulence is crucial for interpreting observations of supernova remnants (SNR) and for assessing the cosmic-ray acceleration mechanism. Aims. We aim at obtaining information on the transport regimes of energetic electrons upstream and downstream of SNR blast waves by studying the X-ray rims. Methods. We considered emission profiles expected when synchrotron energy losses dominate, normal diffusion (typically causing an exponential decay), and superdiffusion (causing a power-law decay) for a spherically symmetric model. Then we compared the model profiles, projected on the plane of the sky, with Chandra observations of supernova (SN)1006 and Tycho's SN. Results. Our study shows that downstream of the blast wave the observed profile is exponentially cut-off due to synchrotron energy losses in the amplified and shock compressed magnetic field present. Upstream of the blast wave and close to the shock, the observed profile of SN1006 is well reproduced by electron diffusion in the Bohm regime. However, the long X-ray tail far upstream of the shock is better explained by considering a change in the energetic electrons' transport regime, that appears to become superdiffusive and gives rise to a power law intensity profile on scales over which the magnetic field strength can be assumed to be constant. Similar results are obtained for Tycho, although in this case the nonlinear effects associated with particle acceleration appear to be stronger close to the shock. Conclusions. The analysis of Chandra observations of the X-ray thin rims of SN1006 and of Tycho's SN, SN 1572, can be well explained assuming normal diffusion in the vicinity of the blast wave and superdiffusion far upstream, similarly to what has been found for particles accelerated at interplanetary shocks. This suggests that anomalous transport is common in both interplanetary space and interstellar medium.
Introduction
Supernova remnant (SNR) shocks are the most popular candidates for the acceleration of Galactic cosmic rays (CRs; e.g., Aharonian et al. 2004; Helder et al. 2012 ). The prevailing energization mechanism is thought to be diffusive shock acceleration (DSA; e.g., Bell 1978; Lee & Fisk 1982; Drury 1983; Amato 2014) . This association has gained important observational support in recent years thanks to the data collected by X-ray telescopes such as Chandra and XMM-Newton and gamma-ray telescopes such as Fermi and AGILE, with the former instruments showing accelerated electrons with energies of up to tens of TeV (Reynolds et al. 2012; Vink 2012 ) and the latter highlighting for the first time the presence of relativistic protons in SNRs (Abdo et al. 2010a,b; Giuliani et al. 2011; Tavani et al. 2010 ). However, a number of questions on the details of the acceleration processes remain open (e.g., Balogh et al. 2013; Lagage & Cesarsky 1983; Reynolds et al. 2012; Helder et al. 2012; Amato 2014) .
A distinctive feature of many SNRs are the very narrow rims of X-ray emission, which have been interpreted as caused by synchrotron radiation of ∼TeV electrons (Bamba et al. 2005) . For shell-type SNRs we can confidently assume that electron acceleration occurs at the blast wave produced by the SN ejecta (Achterberg et al. 1994; Green 2009; Morlino et al. 2010; Reynolds et al. 2012) . The intense synchrotron emission observed as thin rims in many historical SNRs has suggested signficant magnetic field amplification (MFA) in the vicinity of the shock, with values ranging from 30-500 µG (Reynolds et al. 2012; Ressler et al. 2014; Tran et al. 2015) , to be compared with the typical magnetic field strength in the interstellar medium, which is ∼3−6 µG.
In principle, the thinness of the X-ray rims could be also due to effective magnetic field damping downstream of the shock instead of effective magnetic field amplification. In the first hypothesis, the width of the filaments would be determined by the length scale over which the magnetic field is damped and not be attributed to strong synchrotron losses, and the field strength could be moderate, without the need for amplification. Important studies in this respect were published by Rettig & Pohl (2012) , who showed that it is possible to distinguish between damping and losses based on detailed spectral studies of the filaments. Very detailed studies were conducted on the filaments of SN1006 and Tycho's SN by Ressler et al. (2014) and Tran et al. (2015) , respectively. For SN1006, Ressler et al. (2014) showed that the shrinkage with energy of the filament width in X-rays is too rapid to result solely from magnetic field damping, and an MFA higher A&A 596, A34 (2016) by a factor 10−50 with respect to the average value in the interstellar medium (ISM) is required. For Tycho's SN, an even broader spectral study of the filaments were carried out by Tran et al. (2015) , who considered both radio and X-ray emission. The conclusion of their analysis is that while damping must be at work on scales of about a few percent of the remnant radius to explain the radio and X-ray width of the rims, the implied field strength is between 50 and 400 µG, so that once again MFA must be operating.
This MFA is generally believed to be due to the backstreaming of cosmic-ray protons that are accelerated at the shocks (Skilling 1975; Bell 1978 Bell , 2004 ). In the upstream medium, the variation in the level of self-generated magnetic turbulence with distance from the shock and the associated variation in the particle diffusion coefficient have been explicitly taken into account in Bell's pioneering work (Bell 1978) . This was a preliminary calculation of how accelerated particles affect the environment of their acceleration site. More refined calculations followed, trying to fully address the strong nonlinearity of the problem of efficient particle acceleration at shocks (Drury 1983) . All these efforts have led to the development of the theory of nonlinear diffusive shock acceleration (NLDSA), which in its current formulation includes many different aspects of the back-reaction of the acceleration process on the accelerator; see Amato (2014) , for instance, for a recent review. Important information on the particle transport and acceleration at SNR shocks can be inferred from the analysis of the spatial profiles of the X-ray emission. Bamba et al. (2003 Bamba et al. ( , 2005 estimated the width of the X-ray profiles of five historical SNRs by fitting the downstream emission profile with an empirical exponentially decaying function. These authors found that the scale length of the exponential is of about a few ×10 −2 pc in the downstream of young remnants and a factor 2-4 larger in their upstream.
More recently, Helder et al. (2012) have fitted the downstream X-ray emission profiles of several remnants with an exponential decay in spherical geometry, taking the projection effects into account. These fits broadly agree with the observations, even though the observed downstream profiles appear to be steeper than the model profiles. Helder et al. (2012) stated that exponential decay over a width w d (typical of diffusive transport) or a uniform shell of radius w d (typical of advection dominated transport) can provide an equally good fit to the downstream, which indicates that the diffusion and advection length of the emitting particles must be very similar in these objects, as the authors discuss. No attempt is made in that work, or in the studies mentioned above (Ressler et al. 2014; Tran et al. 2015) , to fit the upstream emission profile, while this can provide important information on the particle transport.
Such an attempt has been made instead by Morlino et al. (2010) , for example, who showed that the observation of thin rims at SN1006 is consistent with the predictions of NLDSA, where accelerated particles are the primary sources of the turbulence that guarantees efficient scattering and acceleration to high energies. Morlino et al. (2010) also suggested an MFA upstream of the shock by a factor ∼10.
One of the open questions related to the association between SNRs and CR acceleration has to do with the problem of achieving sufficiently high energies in SNRs (see Blasi 2013, and Amato 2014 , for recent reviews of the open problems in the SNR-CR connection). The time available for particle acceleration is limited: typically by radiative losses when electrons are considered, and by the age or the size of the accelerator for protons and heavy nuclei. Within DSA theory, on the other hand, the acceleration time depends on how fast a particle of given energy can return to the shock front after each crossing, and hence, ultimately, on the transport properties of the fluid on both sides of the blast wave. Because of the difficulties faced by current models in explaining CR acceleration up to PeV energies (where the so-called knee in the CR spectrum is located and where the Galactic component of CRs is thought to end), it is appropriate to explore the possibility that different transport regimes than considered so far might be at work and help to solve the problem.
In this context, a number of studies, both numerical (Zimbardo et al. 2006; Pommois et al. 2007; Shalchi & Kourakis 2007; Tautz 2010; Lazarian & Yan 2014) and based on data analysis in the heliosphere (Perri & Zimbardo 2007 , 2008 , 2009a Sugiyama & Shiota 2011; Trotta & Zimbardo 2011; Perri & Zimbardo 2015a) , have shown that energetic particle transport in the presence of magnetic turbulence can be superdiffusive rather than diffusive. For nondiffusive transport, the mean square displacement of the particle grows nonlinearly in time,
with α 1 (Duffy et al. 1995; Kirk et al. 1996; Metzler & Klafter 2000 , 2004 . In particular, when α > 1, we have superdiffusion, and when α < 1 we have subdiffusion. Superdiffusion involves non-Gaussian statistics comprising power-law probability distributions, and in this framework the upstream time profile of energetic particles accelerated at an infinite planar shock is found to be a power law (Perri & Zimbardo 2007 , 2008 . Recently, Perri & Zimbardo (2012a) have included superdiffusive transport within a first-order Fermi acceleration process and found an energy spectral index for accelerated particles that depends not only on the shock compression ratio, but also on α. This has allowed them to derive energy spectra harder than those predicted by the standard DSA, and also shorter acceleration times (Perri et al. 2015; Perri & Zimbardo 2015a,b) . In this paper we determine whether the idea of superdiffusive transport is compatible with, or even favored by, observations of SNRs. Different fits to the observed X-ray intensity profiles are attempted, both within the framework of normal diffusive transport and in a scenario in which anomalous transport is important.
In Sect. 2 we describe the main properties of the emission profiles expected from energy loss and the different transport models, that is, normal and superdiffusive. In Sect. 3 we study and fit the X-ray emission profiles obtained by Chandra observations of the blast waves of SN1006 and Tycho's SNR. In Sect. 4 we conclude, and a summary of the superdiffusion framework is given in Appendix A.
Modeling the SNR X-ray profiles

Synchrotron losses
Electron acceleration at SNR shocks is thought to be a losslimited process, with the main loss mechanism being synchrotron radiation. The highest energy electrons in SNRs emit synchrotron radiation in the X-ray band. The spectral distribution of the synchrotron radiation has a dominant Fourier component at frequency ν 0 ∼ (eB ⊥ E 2 )/(6πm 3 c 5 ), so that photons with typical energy E γ = 1 keV are emitted by electrons with energies E e = (22 TeV)(B/100 µG) −1/2 (E γ /1 keV) 1/2 (Parizot et al. 2006) . These electrons lose energy through radiation at a rate (Rybicki-Lightman 1987) 
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Since these high-energy electrons cannot radiate energy for times longer than τ sync , their emission is limited to narrow regions around the shock, detected as thin rims in the X-ray. The thickness of the rims obviously depends on how far from the shock electrons can travel in a time τ sync and allows us to extract information on the particle transport regime.
Geometrical modeling
We consider a simple one-dimensional, spherically symmetric model in which the synchrotron emissivity S ν only depends on the distance r from the shock along the radius of the SNR:
where i = 1, 2 denotes the upstream or downstream region, B is the total magnetic field, and f e is the electron distribution function. We then integrate the volume emissivity along the line of sight to obtain the emission profile to be compared with data:
where r is the spherical radius, r is the distance from the SNR center projected on the plane of the sky, R sh is the radius of the blast wave, and L the relevant extent of the upstream region. For r > (<) R sh we will have S ν = S ν,1 (S ν,2 ).
Particle spatial distributions
The transport of particles upstream and downstream of a planar shock can be described by the standard one-dimensional transport equation (Völk et al. 1981 )
where V is the fluid speed, p the particle momentum, and D(E, x) the diffusion coefficient. The last term on the RHS of Eq. (6) represents the particle energy losses. We search for stationary solutions (∂/∂t = 0) of Eq. (6) for constant (spatially independent) plasma speed V and diffusion coefficient D on both sides of the shock. As for the loss term, since the main contribution in our case comes from synchrotron losses, the term dE/dt appearing in Eq. (6) can be written as in Eq. (2). Since we consider powerlaw distributions of particles, we can further simplify Eq. (6) by writing (e.g., Parizot et al. 2006 )
This approximation can only be safely made for particle spectra steeper than E −2 . For flatter spectra, this approximation misses the pile-up effect that arises when synchrotron losses are dominant. However, we here model the X-ray emission of two remnants, SN1006 and Tycho's SN, both of which have steep underlying particle spectra inferred: ∝E −2.2 for SN1006 (Ressler et al. 2014) and ∝E −2.16 in Tycho's SN (Tran et al. 2015) . This approximation allows us to transform the original partial differential equation (Eq. (6)) into an ordinary differential equation. For a more general treatment of particle transport in SNRs, we refer to Rettig & Pohl (2012) . Under our simplified assumptions (see also Parizot et al. 2006) , the final equation for the evolution of the particle distribution function reads
We note that when the downstream magnetic field is not too strong, the electron energy loss is characterized by a loss time τ sync that is not necessarily much shorter than the SNR age, so that the first term in Eq. (6), ∂ f e /∂t, should be retained. From our analysis the downstream magnetic field for SN 1006 has been estimated to be about 36 µG, which corresponds to τ sync ∼ 231 yr versus a SNR age of 1000 yrs. Thus, Eq. (8) is to be considered only as a first approximation. Several solutions for the particle distribution functions can be found, depending on the dominance of one term with respect to the others in Eq. (8).
Downstream solutions
In the downstream, we expect losses to be non-negligible. Whether advection or diffusion dominates therefore depends on the particle energy and on the level of turbulence. The general solution of Eq. (8) reads
where V 2 is the plasma speed downstream. Basically, the length ∆R 2 is the size of the emitting region for each given particle energy, which is closely related to, but not exactly the same as, the size of the observed X-ray rims, with the difference due to projection effects (Parizot et al. 2006; Morlino et al. 2010 ). Furthermore, from Eq. (9) we can easily obtain two limiting cases, namely the regime in which advection dominates and the regime in which diffusion dominates. In the former case the electron spatial profile becomes f e,2 (E, x) = f 0 exp (−x/(V 2 τ syn )), while in the latter case we have f e,2 (E, x) = f 0 exp (−x/ D 2 τ syn ).
Upstream solutions
We now consider the upstream region, where the ambient magnetic field B 1 is weaker than the downstream field B 2 because of the compression at the shock. Assuming that the upstream field is approximately isotropic, as is expected in the case of strong turbulence, and since the magnetic field components perpendicular to the shock normal are compressed, the relation B 2 = r B B 1 with r B = (1 + 2r 2 c )/3 and r c the shock compression ratio holds. This implies that synchrotron losses upstream are weaker by a factor r 2 B = 11 in a strong shock (r c = 4), as appropriate for the fast blast waves considered in the present work. As a first approximation, we neglect the loss term in Eq. (6) and obtain V∂ f e,1 (E, x)/∂x = D(E)∂ 2 f e,1 (E, x)/∂x 2 . In this simplified case, we obtain the standard diffusive solution for the particle profile for x < 0 (i.e., upstream, with the shock position at x = 0),
(e.g., Drury 1983; Giacalone 2012).
In reality, if SNRs are the primary sources of galactic CRs, as currently believed, then particle acceleration at the blast waves of young remnants, as we consider here, is expected to occur with a high efficiency: 10% or more of the kinetic energy of the explosion must be converted into accelerated particles. If this is the situation, the system is more appropriately described within the framework of NLDSA and the accelerated particles are the primary sources of the turbulence that guarantees efficient scattering and acceleration to high energies. In this scenario the magnetic turbulence can be generated by particles back-streaming in the upstream medium at super-Alfvénic speed (as observed in the ion foreshock of the Earth's bow shock Perri et al. 2009) , and the turbulence level will decrease with increasing distance from the shock front, since so does the particle density. While attempts at fitting the X-ray emission profiles of SN1006 and Tycho's SN have been carried out within the latest and most well-developed models of NLDSA (see Morlino et al. 2010 and Morlino & Caprioli 2012 , for Tycho's SN), the simplest description of the problem, and one that predicts a power-law profile in the upstream, is the model described in the seminal paper by Bell (1978) , which we consider here as a reference model. When we neglect the number density of diffuse galactic CRs, which is certainly a good approximation at the energies we are interested in (TeV or higher), and we also neglect energy losses (an assumption that can be checked a posteriori), we can write the spatial profile of the electron distribution function in perfect analogy with that of the hadronic CRs taking up most of the shock energy and driving the turbulence,
In this expression f 0 is the particle number density in phase space at the shock (x = 0) and
where ω pi = 4πn i q 2 e /m i is the ion plasma frequency, n i is the number density of the upstream gas and n CR (>p) ≈ 4πp 3 f 0 (p) is the number of accelerated particles with momentum higher than p. When we assume an acceleration efficiency ξ CR , namely that a fraction ξ CR of the shock kinetic energy is transferred into accelerated particles, we can rewrite
where Λ = ln(p max /p min ). It follows that x 0 , which also represents the diffusion scale upstream of the shock, x 0 (p) = D 1 (x = 0, p)/V sh , can be estimated as
On a scale comparable with x 0 (p), the density of particles of momentum >p starts to decrease. At the same time, the magnetic field will not be constant in the precursor, but will progressively decrease with the distance from the shock. Its strength is predicted to scale as B 1 (x) ∝ √ P CR both within Bell's description and within the framework of NLDSA (Amato & Blasi 2005 , with P CR decreasing on the scale of the CR precursor
, where p max is the highest energy at which the shock currently accelerates particles. The decrease in magnetic field strength with distance is slow, approximately B 1 (x) ∝ 1/ 1−(x/L prec ) (see Eqs. (17) and (18) below), so that we neglect this effect here, taking
Finally, a third scenario envisaged for particle propagation upstream of the shock is the possibility of anomalous transport far upstream, in particular superdiffusion. The motivation comes from recent studies of energetic electrons and protons accelerated at interplanetary shock waves (Perri & Zimbardo 2007 , 2008 , 2009a , 2012a , 2015a Sugiyama & Shiota 2011 ). The analysis of particle profiles far upstream of these shocks has indicated superdiffusive particle propagation in the interplanetary space. This transport regime has been ascribed to an approximately constant low level of turbulence far from the shock front (Perri & Zimbardo 2012b ). Furthermore, Perri & Zimbardo (2012b) analyzed magnetic field fluctuations upstream of the shocks at a timescale in resonance with energetic particles and reported the occurrence of a broad, scale-free distribution of particle scattering times τ, namely a non-negligible probability associated with very long τ. Numerical studies of full particle trajectories in magnetic turbulence have also shown that anomalous transport is found when the level of turbulence is weak Shalchi & Kourakis 2007; Gkioulidou et al. 2007 ), while transport is found to be diffusive for high turbulence levels.
We therefore conjectured a similar situation upstream of SNR shocks: far upstream, where the magnetic field fluctuations are substantially lower than in the ramp close to the shock front, the transport regime can be different from diffusive. Perri & Zimbardo (2007 , 2008 ) derived a power-law particle time or spatial profile for particles accelerated at an infinite planar shock in the superdiffusive framework. This power-law profile has a slope a related to the exponent of superdiffusion α by a = 2 − α (see Appendix A). It has been found that for superdiffusion the upstream power-law profile breaks at short distances from the shock, where it smoothly becomes a nearly flat function (this has been inferred from in situ spacecraft measurements and can be explained assuming the modified Gaussian propagator in Eq. (A.4) for superdiffusion close to the shock front; Perri & Zimbardo 2009b; Perri et al. 2015; Perri & Zimbardo 2015a ). As mentioned above, if turbulence is efficiently created by the streaming particles in the vicinity of the shock, as the amplified magnetic fields inferred in SNRs suggest, then particle scattering is expected to be fast in the vicinity of the shock and to lead to normal diffusive transport. On the other hand, far away from the shock, there are not enough streaming particles for effective selfgeneration of the scattering turbulence and the transport might become anomalous, and in particular superdiffusive. We call this distance L prec and treated it as a free parameter in the model. It is clear, however, that L prec must be related with the distance at which the flux of particles of a given energy is no longer high enough for efficient growth of the magnetic field perturbations.
Assuming superdiffusion beyond L prec , our particle distribution becomes
A34, page 4 of 10 where for simplicity we assumed an isotropic distribution function and directly matched the densities at x = L prec . For normal diffusive transport caused by the interaction of particles with strong self-generated turbulence, assuming Bohm diffusion in a spatially constant magnetic field, we can determine the upstream electron emission profiles by estimating the magnetic field amplitude downstream of the shock B 2 (one free parameter) and using the magnetic field compression ratio. Conversely, in the superdiffusive scenario the number of free parameters increases to three, since we need to fix the length L prec that separates the regimes close upstream and far upstream, and the slope a of the power law.
It is important to stress that in the superdiffusive regime Eq. (6) does not hold anymore and the normal diffusion coefficient D diverges (because the mean free path of particles diverges). The transport equation that describes the process is indeed a fractional diffusion-advection equation (see Metzler & Klafter 2000; Litvinenko & Effenberger 2014; Perri et al. 2015 , for a complete discussion). More details on superdiffusion are given in Appendix A.
Analysis of remnants
Using the simplified models for the X-ray emission profiles described in Sect. 2, we reproduced the observed spatial profiles of two historical SNRs, SN1006 and Tycho's SN. The emissivity was obtained from measurements within rectangular boxes that included the upstream and downstream regions around the blast wave of each remnant. The radial profile of SN1006 is described in Morlino et al. (2010) and was obtained from Chandra observations (dating 2008 June 24; ObsID. 9107; PI: Petre; see also Katsuda et al. 2009 ) of the northeastern limb of the remnant (see Fig. 1 in Morlino et al. 2010) . It is obtained by averaging over a direction of a rectangle of 50 × 120 arcsec 2 . Tycho's SN emission profile instead is extracted from Chandra observations of the western side of the remnant between 235 and 270 (the data are courtesy of Jacco Vink and were presented by Helder et al. 2012 : 10% error bars were associated to the data points in that article). It should be noted that, differently from SN1006, some of the synchrotron filaments in Tycho's SN are contaminated by thermal emission. This does not come from the shocked gas, whose contribution is shown to be very weak (Cassam-Chenaï et al. 2007 ), but from the supernova ejecta. The latter spatially overlap the filaments in some places, but as can be seen from Chandra images (see Fig. 1 in Tran et al. 2015 , and also their discussion), this occurs mostly at the eastern side of the remnant, whereas filaments in the west, such as the one we consider, are rather clean.
SN1006
SN1006 hosts a blast wave that is propagating with speed V sh = 4330 km s −1 in an ambient interstellar medium with density n i = 0.05 cm −3 (Morlino et al. 2010) . Assuming a distance d = 2.2 kpc (Helder et al. 2012) , the radius of the remnant can be estimated to be R sh ∼ 10 pc.
We started our analysis of the remnant by fitting the downstream emissivity profile. We used Eq. (5) with the emissivity described according to Eq. (4) and f e,2 (r) given by Eq. (9). The thickness ∆R 2 only depends on the known downstream shock speed, which is V 2 = V sh /4, and on the unknown magnetic field strength B 2 , since we assumed particle diffusion according to Bohm's scaling: D 2 = 1/3(cE e /(q e B 2 )), as expected for welldeveloped turbulence with high δB/B 0 . The best model profile is found for a magnetic field strength B 2 = 36 µG, which is within the range of values typically found in the literature (Parizot et al. 2006; Morlino et al. 2010; Ressler et al. 2014) , even though in the low end (note that the value of B 2 may change when considering different filaments around the blast wave).
For the upstream region, we first made the simple assumption of diffusive transport in the Bohm regime, with a spatially constant diffusion coefficient D 1 . The upstream magnetic field is B 1 = B 2 / √ 11 = 11 µG, and we verified that the time for energy loss τ syn is much longer than the diffusion time τ diff = D 1 /V 2 sh . In this regime Eq. (10) holds, so that the radial profile decays exponentially with a scale corresponding to the diffusion length L diff = D 1 /V sh = 0.18 pc = 0.018 R sh . This model is plotted in Fig. 1 as a thick red line along with the normalized intensity profile of SN1006 as observed by Chandra in the X-rays (asterisks): the value of B 2 , which is the only free-parameter of the model, leads to a modeled intensity profile that closely resembles the observed profile, both downstream and in the shock ramp upstream (close upstream). A simple test-particle diffusive model therefore appears adequate to reproduce the brightest part of the emission profile.
However, a purely exponential profile leaves the weaker but extended emission at larger distance from the shock in the upstream unexplained. A natural check to make is to verify whether the overall large-scale X-ray emission profile can be reasonably well fit by a power-law model for the spatial distribution of particles such as the one that results from Bell's theory (Bell 1978) , where the particle scattering is due to self-generated turbulence. We took the emissivity as in Eq. (15), with x 0 to be calculated at the typical particle energy corresponding to 1 keV emission in the magnetic field immediately upstream of the shock. Within Bell's model the magnetic field immediately upstream of the shock can be calculated based on the relation
where Fig. 1 ), and superdiffusive transport far upstream (in the flatter tail of the profile). The dashed red line corresponds to the model integrated along the line of sight for synchrotron-loss-dominated transport downstream, and a profile following the modeling by Bell (1978) upstream. The profile refers to the filament shown in Fig.1 of Morlino et al. (2010) . and p(k) = eB 0 /ck through the resonance condition. The integration in Eq. (17) is readily transformed into an integral over the particles' partial pressure and finally leads to (see, e.g., Amato & Blasi 2006) 
which in our case corresponds to B 1 ≈ 16(ξ CR /0.1) µG, not far from our best value (B 1 ≈ 11 µG) based on the downstream emission profile. With this magnetic field the electrons emitting 1 keV photons have an energy E e ∼ 60 TeV and their diffusion length is x 0 ∼ 1.1 pc, which is one tenth of the SN1006 radius. The line-of-sight integrated Bell profile, coming from Eq. (15), is shown in Fig. 2 as a dashed red line and decreases upstream much more slowly than the observed Chandra X-ray integrated emissivity. It is worth remarking that we assumed a constant upstream magnetic field B 1 , whereas the field is expected to decrease over the scale L prec . We also tried to describe the data with different model parameters, but the result is that no good agreement between models and observations can be obtained with a single shape of the particle distribution f e (E, x), be it exponential or power law. Conversely, the data seem suggestive of a distribution function that has an exponential decrease with distance from the shock in the shock vicinity and a power-law decrease farther away. In terms of particle transport, this agrees very well with a picture in which diffusion dominates in the highly turbulent field close to the shock (Bell 1978; Achterberg et al. 1994; Morlino et al. 2010; Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014) , while superdiffusive transport occurs where the turbulence level decreases, in analogy with what has been found at interplanetary shocks (Perri & Zimbardo 2007 , 2008 , 2012b .
The decreased level of magnetic field fluctuations can lead to a change in the particle scattering time distribution and in the distribution of the particle jump lengths (Zumofen & Klafter 1993; Perri & Zimbardo 2012b) . We tried to reproduce the observed upstream radial profile through Eq. (16), namely maintaining the Bohm diffusion in the ramp and assuming a power-law emissivity profile far upstream, as predicted by superdiffusion. Of course, as stated above, in this scenario the number of free parameters increases to three, namely B 2 , L prec , and a. We fixed B 1 as before, based on the downstream profile and on the assumption of a strong shock. For the other two parameters our best values are L prec = 80 arcsec and a = 0.7. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the modeled intensity profile reproduces the data very well, therefore we now comment on the physical meaning of the values we found for our parameters. First of all, the index a < 1, corresponds to superdiffusive transport with an anomalous diffusion exponent α 1.3, as shown by Perri & Zimbardo (2007 , 2008 . Second, the angular extent of the precursor, given the assumed distance of the SNR (2.2 kpc), translates into a physical length L prec = 0.85 pc, which roughly corresponds to the diffusion length L diff (300 TeV) = D 1 (300 TeV)/V sh = 0.7 pc of particles with energy ≈300 TeV for the given magnetic field strength and SNR expansion velocity. This value of the energy (approximately five times that of the electrons emitting keV photons) is not far from that estimated for the maximum particle energy in this remnant (Berezhko et al. 2012) . The emerging picture is therefore that of normal diffusive transport within a distance upstream of the shock on the order of L diff (E max ), over which the particles are still numerous enough to self-generate the turbulence for efficient scattering, and of anomalous superdiffusive transport at larger distances, where the turbulence level reaches values typical of the interstellar medium.
Tycho's supernova
For Tycho's SN we adopted a similar approach as we used for SN1006. Here the shock has a speed V sh = 4579 km s −1 and is moving in a medium with density n i = 0.5 cm −3 . The distance of the source was taken to be d = 3.3 kpc (Helder et al. 2012) , so that the radius of the blast wave is R sh ∼ 3.9 pc. In this remnant very strong magnetic fields have been inferred, reaching values as high as 500 µG (Parizot et al. 2006; Tran et al. 2015) . We best reproduced the data with a downstream magnetic field B 2 = 300 µG, in agreement with the value reported by Morlino & Caprioli (2012) .
Again, we first considered a profile that is appropriate to describe particles that diffuse with a spatially constant diffusion coefficient in the upstream and downstream. In spite of the great magnetic field strength derived from fitting the downstream, the upstream magnetic field (B 1 ≈ 90 µG, as derived from compression at a strong shock of a completely isotropic magnetic field,
11) is not strong enough to cause relevant energy losses of the X-ray emitting particles over a timescale τ diff .
In Fig. 3 we report the radial emission profile (asterisks) of Tycho's SNalong with the theoretical model (red line) and the theoretical model convolved with the point spread function (PSF) of Chandra (blue line), which corresponds to an angular resolution of 0.5 arcsec (Morlino & Caprioli 2012) . While the downstream side is well reproduced by Eq. (9), the upstream ramp is not well described by diffusive transport with a spatially constant coefficient: this leads to a steeper decrease than observed. Even after convolution with the instrument PSF the discrepancy remained, which prompted us to seek alternative explanations.
The most natural guess is that nonlinear effects may be stronger in Tycho's SN than in SN1006, as also suggested by the greater magnetic field strength and by previous studies (Morlino & Caprioli 2012) . It is worth noticing, for example, that if MFA were only due to the resonant streaming instability (Eq. (19) ), the value of the upstream magnetic field strength would imply A34, page 6 of 10 that ξ CR ≈ 0.9, namely a conversion efficiency of 90% of the shock kinetic energy into accelerated particles. Such a high efficiency is clearly unreasonable, and some other process must be at work to amplify the magnetic field, for example, the nonresonant streaming instability (Bell 2004) . However, we again considered a particle distribution following the theory of Bell (1978) . The only parameter to be determined is the length-scale x 0 at the energy of the emitting particles. Estimating x 0 from Eq. (14) is just for comparison in this case, owing to the discrepancy between the value of B 1 that derives from the theory by Bell (1978) and the one derived from observations: x 0 corresponds to the diffusion length of particles of a given energy in the self-generated turbulence described by Eq. (18), which underestimates the magnetic field, however. We let x 0 vary between 0.007 pc (corresponding to the diffusion length of particles emitting 1 keV photons in a 90 µG magnetic field) and 0.1 pc, but in reality no good fit can be found for a model profile along the lines of Bell (1978) : close to the shock the observed decrease is much faster than ∝x −1 (as expected from Eq. (15)), while at larger distances the decrease is slower than the model prediction.
In addition, Tycho's SN shows a flat tail of emission far upstream, which we investigated in the framework of superdiffusion. The emissivity resulting from Eq. (16) with L prec = 2 arcsec, and a = 0.7 agrees well with the observed profile far upstream (see Fig. 4 ). Our best values correspond to L diff = 0.007 pc = 0.0018 R sh for X-ray emitting particles, and L prec = 0.03 pc. This value of L prec corresponds to the diffusion length of particles with energy ≈200 TeV, which is not far from the maximum energy of protons in Tycho's SN, as estimated by Morlino & Caprioli (2012) , and also similar to what we have found for SN1006.
Discussion and conclusions
We have considered the X-ray intensity profiles of the outer rims of two young supernova remnants, SN1006 and Tycho's SN, and compared them to simple analytical models of particle transport in the presence of synchrotron energy losses. In particular, we set up a spherically symmetric model of the shock region and computed the intensity profile of X-ray emission along the radial direction (in the plane of sky) F ν (r) by integrating the volume emissivity S ν (r) along the line of sight. For the transport of relativistic electrons upstream of the shock, we considered three different models: normal diffusion with a spatially constant diffusion coefficient, normal diffusion with a diffusion coefficient that depends on distance from the shock as described by Bell (1978) , where turbulence is self-generated by the accelerated protons streaming away from the shock, and finally the case of anomalous, superdiffusive transport, which yields a rather flat powerlaw density profile far upstream of the shock. For SN1006, the downstream radial profile is well described within a scenario in which the transport is dominated by synchrotron losses in a magnetic field B 2 36 µG, in agreement with previous estimates (Parizot et al. 2006; Morlino et al. 2010) ; for the upstream, the best description is found in terms of a combination of Bohm diffusion in a field B 1 = B 2 / √ 11 (the compression ratio of the shock r c = 4) close upstream, and superdiffusion far upstream, with the former explaining the ramp seen in the data, and the latter being at the origin of the extended flat tail of X-ray emission. We emphasize that it is not possible to reproduce the long upstream tail by an exponential or by a profile following Bell (1978) . More generally, a single powerlaw profile seems unable to reproduce the entire upstream emission, near and far from the shock, and a profile following Bell (1978; ∝x −1 ) is in any case too steep to represent the extended upstream tail: a flatter power law with slope a 0.7 is needed to fit the observations. This suggests that far upstream of the shock the transport of relativistic electrons is superdiffusive, with an anomalous diffusion exponent α = 2 − a 1.3. We note that this value of α is consistent with those found in the heliosphere by Perri & Zimbardo (2007 , 2008 , 2009a . The change of transport regime from normal in the SNR upstream shock ramp to superdiffusive in the SNR upstream shock tail might arise because the turbulence level far upstream is weaker, and it is closer to that in the undisturbed interstellar medium. This is consistent with turbulent MFA in a region of size corresponding to the ramp thickness L prec , and negligible self-generated turbulence at larger distances (Bell 1978 (Bell , 2004 Amato 2014) . Our best estimate of L prec , based on observations, is fully compatible with its interpretation as the diffusion length of particles at the highest energy currently achieved in the remnant as estimated by Berezhko et al. (2012) , E max ∼ 300 TeV.
An analogous study was carried out for Tycho's SN. We assumed an exponential profile in the downstream region due to synchrotron energy losses and in the upstream ramp region due to normal transport with the Bohm diffusion coefficient. However, in this case, it was not possible to obtain as good a fit of the emission profile as for SN1006. On the other hand, Tycho's SN was shown by previous studies (Morlino & Caprioli 2012) to be one of the most effective particle accelerators in the Galaxy, so that a much stronger nonlinearity of the system is expected with respect to the case of SN1006, and it is not too surprising that simple test-particle modeling does not work too well. For the region farther upstream, we found that the emission can be well reproduced by a power-law profile with slope 0.7, corresponding to superdiffusion with an anomalous diffusion exponent α 1.3. Again, the size of the precursor, when physically interpreted as the diffusion length of particles that have been accelerated to the highest energy the system can currently achieve, is found to roughly agree with independent estimates of E max found in the literature (Morlino & Caprioli 2012) .
We would like to remark that, using very simple analytical models, we were able to describe the X-ray integrated emissivity in the downstream and upstream regions for two historical SNRs. In particular, the long flat X-ray tail observed in the two remnants at distances >L prec is compatible with a change in the particle transport regime, from diffusive close to the shock to superdiffusive far from the shock. This result is similar to what has been found from the analysis of time profiles of energetic particles upstream of interplanetary shocks (Perri & Zimbardo 2007 , 2009a , 2015a Sugiyama & Shiota 2011; Zimbardo et al. 2012) , and it is interesting to note that in many of these shock crossings the exponent of anomalous diffusion is close to α = 1.3, as found here for the SNRs. This similarity suggests that superdiffusion with α 1.3 is typical when the turbulence level is not too strong, for instance, δB/B 0 ≤ 1, as in the solar wind. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that a method of analysis developed for space physics can be useful for the analysis of remote SNR data. By recalling the finding of superdiffusive electron transport in the Coma cluster of galaxies (Ragot & Kirk 1997) , we may argue that superdiffusion in astrophysics is a relatively common process.
properties perpendicular to the shock (once the upstream V sh is known). For SNRs, we may directly fit the upstream synchrotron emission profiles (in this case we really "see" the spatial distribution of energetic particles).
Other modifications of the diffusive shock acceleration scenario due to superdiffusive transport, concerning the energy spectral index of accelerated particles and the acceleration time, are described in Perri & Zimbardo (2012a , 2015a .
